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OBJECTIVE

In 2022, a client reached out to me regarding the development of a brand 

identity and proposal for a financial foundation in support of a local Christian 

High School. The proposed foundation helps provide financial security and 

stability, while maintaining the structure and overall presence of the school. 

My objective was to create a complete brand identity, visual guidelines, and 

proposal package for the new Warrior Foundation. 



RESEARCH

When I began my preliminary phase, I had to consider 
several critical aspects regarding the Warrior Foundation 
and what they would represent. I needed to reflect on 
their goals, beliefs, and how viewers will perceive the 
overall brand identity of the Warrior Foundation. In this 
stage, I decided the best structure for the logo mark 
will consist of bold, geometric shapes that reinforce the 
concept of security and stability. I then began to solidify 
my ideas and create the logo mark.



IDEATION

When I began my preliminary sketches, I had to consider 
several critical aspects regarding the Warrior Foundation 
and what they would represent. I needed to reflect on 
their goals, beliefs, and how viewers will perceive the 
overall brand identity of the Warrior Foundation. In this 
stage, I decided the best structure for the logo mark 
will consist of bold, geometric shapes that reinforce the 
concept of security and stability. I then began to solidify 
my ideas and create the logo mark.



LOGO 

After several iterations of brainstorming, I had finally 
nailed what I knew was the perfect solution for the 
Warrior Foundation logo--the Rook. In Chess, the 
Rook is regarded as one of the most crucial pieces 
in the game. The Rook acts as a primary defense and 
helps maintain the structure of the game. Similarly, the 
Warrior Foundation’s primary objective is to defend and 
maintain the mission of Ridgefield Christian School. 
The Rook is a symbol of strength and defense, much 
like a castle’s wall is to its people. The solid and strong 
mark maintains a bold structure, and the negative space 
within the mark forms a cross.



LOGO 

The top half of the symbol is a crown, which 
represents the Lord. Above all, the objective 
of the Warrior Foundation and Ridgefield 
Christian School is to uphold the word of 
God and put his will first.

The twin pillars are representative of the 
solid foundation in which the foundation and 
the school stands. They represent stability 
and strength.
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